
Writing Corrections Directions 
 

 

To improve your writing, you must learn to find and fix your mistakes. You need to become 

stronger in your command of English and that is not done by giving you the answers outright.  

 

Correcting the Errors 
 

Thus, only in the first paper (the proposal) will I highlight the problem punctuation, phrase, or 

word with the error code (for example, SPE for spelling error); I may even suggest a correction.  

 

However, after the first assignment, for each paragraph or document element (for example, 

heading, heading segment, page header, or footer) I will mark, in the margin to the left or right of 

the paragraph, what category of error is in that paragraph or element. You will need to review the 

paragraph and figure out where exactly the error is and what exactly the error is. 

 

For each error code, once you find where and what the particular error is, you will write in the 

writing corrections sheet what you would do to correct the error. Completed writing corrections 

sheets, correctly done, will earn 20 points for the proposal and definition writing corrections and 

10 points for the annotated bibliography (literature review) writing corrections. If I already told 

you outright (not just a hint) how to correct an error you can skip that error. Look in Merchant’s 

English Usage Guide for Technical Writers or the Style Guide for help (they both have extensive 

indexes) as well as going to the Writing Center.  

 

Do not be lazy: learn to be a self-editor. Businesses rightfully expect college graduates to have a 

command of the English language. The rubric gives narrows down what you need to review in 

the English Usage Guide. If after you have looked at the Usage Guide and you still need 

clarification, please ask me or visit the Writing Center (they have a copy of my Usage Guide).   

 

Because of time constraints at the end of the quarter and that the technical report or white paper 

is in essentially a final exam, writing corrections only apply to the proposal, literature review, 

and definition assignments. 

 

Formatting the Writing Corrections Paper 
 

For the first paragraph or document element that has an error in it, write the page number and the 

paragraph or element in Times New Roman, size 12, bold. Then skip a line and list the first error 

code; after the code, state what the error is and how you would correct it. If there is a second 

error for that paragraph or element, skip a line and list the second error code, stating what the 

error is and how you would correct it. Do each error in the order of occurrence; do NOT rewrite 

the entire assignment. Instead, write the rule and what is needed to fix the error.  
 

Do not format the writing corrections as a memo, but do put your name, course section, the date 

you are submitting the corrections, and the assignment type, each on its own line, left-aligned. 

Use Times New Roman. Boldface the “Page #: First Paragraph” type headings, but this is not a 

formal technical document, so keep it Times New Roman. Below is an example of how to fill out 

the writing corrections sheet. When finished, submit to Turnitin (make sure you submit it to the 

correct folder) within one week after the writing correction is assigned. See the syllabus for rules 

on late work. 
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Jill Valentine 

Engl 303-003 

January 10, 2018 

Internal Proposal Corrections 

 

Page 1: Page header 

 

FOR. Letterhead is not in the top margin (page header). I will use the Corporation’s letterhead 

which already has the letterhead in the document’s header from now on. 

 

Page 1: Heading segment    

 

FOR. Text alignment: I had the alignment wrong: I did not vertically align the columns. I would 

correct this by making sure columns are aligned. 

 

Page 1: Purpose statement    

 

COM. The purpose statement is missing. I would fix this by adding “The purpose of this memo 

is to respond to your call for a memo of intent about innovations in prosthetic limbs.” 

 

Page 1: First paragraph    

 

CLA. Vague pronoun reference: “It is wise to proofread any written message.” I would change 

this to “Proofreading any written message is wise.” 

 

CON. I had a wordy phrase: “In order to estimate.” I will use “in order to” only with stative 

verbs in the future. To correct this phrase, I would replace “In order to” with “To” 

 

Page 1: Third Paragraph 

 

SPE. I used “affect” as a noun when I should have used “effect.” I will make sure I use these 

words correctly in the future: affect is usually a verb and effect is usually a noun. 

 

[Continue with any other errors for that paragraph; have a blank line between entries.] 

 

Page 2: Second Paragraph 

 

[First error in that paragraph] 

 

[Continue with any other errors for that paragraph; have a blank line between entries.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If a paragraph had no errors, skip it.  

Skip a section if you did not have any errors in 

it. For example, if there were no heading 

segment errors or you are correcting a white 

paper which does not have this element, skip it.  

Top of the page, but not in the document header. 

There is nothing in the document header for the 

first page (thus, no corporate logo either). 

Not a memo; thus, you can use Times New Roman, font-

size 12, boldfaced.  Have a blank line before and after. 

Blank line, Times New Roman, size 12, between corrections. 
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Valentine—2 

 

Page 3: Closing 

 

CE. My email address was not correct. I will use the Ubiquitous corporate email address next 

time: Jill.Valentine@Ubiquitous-corp.biz. 

 

GRA-p. I did not have a period at the end of my last sentence. Next time, I will make sure that 

after my email address, I will have a closing period. 

 

Page 3: References 

 

FOR. I did not have the journal title MIT Technology Review in italics. Next time, I will make 

sure all the journal titles are in italics. 

 

FOR. I did not have the journal title Science News in italics. Next time, I will make sure all the 

journal titles are in italics. 

 

 

 

 

In the page header, chose “Different first 

page” and then type in your last name 

followed by an em dash (see  the Style 

Guide for Windows and Mac keyboard 

shortcuts for creating an em dash) 

followed by the page number (use insert 

page numbercurrent positionPlain 

number). Then, while in the page header, 

hit enter to add a blank line, then exit the 

page header. Do not type in the page 

number—insert the page number instead. 

This is not a memo, so do not include a standard memo closing; also, do not include a references 

section. 

 

That is, if you have any errors in your memo closing or in your memo or white paper reference, you 

will note those in the writing corrections paper; however, the writing corrections paper itself will not 

have a closing section or a references section. 


